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Remembering Haim, Lucas and The Lost Boys. | Spatula In
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Linda Holmes, author of NPR’s Monkey See blog, published an epitaph Wednesday for actor
Cory Haim, who died at age 38. Haim succumbed to what at first appears as a
prescription drug overdose in his Los Angeles home. This isn’t a topic I’d readily
blog about, because the passing of 80′s teen stars by their own hands has been a
regular occurrence since they stopped being 80′s teen stars. Holmes piece
sparked reader debate in her comments section, however, as to which was the best
of Haim’s movies. I’m going to enact a little “monkey do” of my own  and go back to
re-watch The Lost Boys, Lucas and Dream A Little Dream tonight.

Last summer I wrote a  post about the passing of John Hughes (8/7/09 The King of
Sausage Dead at 59) and what his films meant to me as a teenager with an over-

active imagination and the inability to stop talking (not much changes, by the way). Lucas was not a
Hughes film, but was a David Seltzer picture. It dovetailed perfectly into the era and holds it’s place
among the cannon of 1980′s teenage angst movies. Released in 1986, Lucas stars Haim, Charlie
Sheen and Kerri Green. Winona Ryder, Courtney Thorne-Smith and Jeremy Piven also acted in
Lucas. I’m a terribly sentimental schmo and I really appreciated Lucas as a 14 year old, taped a
copy when CBS aired it, and stuck the tape in a drawer as a time capsule of exactly what I was like
as a high school freshman. I may have wanted to be Matthew Broderick’s Ferris Bueller in terms of
style points, but Haim’s Lucas was a hopeful movie. One of those rare moments when a
mainstream movie managed to remind kids to just be themselves and let nature take it’s course. I
calmed down a little bit after watching Lucas and that’s saying something.

The Lost Boys was for fun. It may not have been a better film in terms of message than Lucas, but
it’s one of the touchstones of growing up in the 80′s. Like Stand By Me the summer before, Boys
had a group of the Tiger Beat kids (Kiefer Sutherland, the Corey’s Haim and Feldman) and Edward
Herrmann as a vampire dad/guidance counselor for the pre-Twilight era. There were so many
classic riffs in that movie. Before dates, I still take Grandpa’s advice and put on a little Windex. Not
at all a horror movie, just good old escapist fun watching vampire teens jump off of bridges. Way
better music in The Lost Boys, but then again, I can’t see Lucas really being a soundtrack vehicle.

In the end, the favorite of the two comes down to where you were  and how the movies hit you.
Thanks Corey for leaving us with a couple of movies that gave viewers a snap shot of being a teen
in that era. I read in the LA Times that you’d once aspired to be James Dean. Well, with at least
two good films in the capsule, you got that part right.

[youtube][/youtube]
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